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SPG 80-Finixa 10l pressure tank incl. 10m hose + spray gun 1.8mm
Product description:

The Finixa pressure pot is ideal for the continuous application of large volumes of
a single material like Paint, primer, cabin protect, … . The kit comes with all
accessories to get started include quality spraygun, gauge, air & fluid hoses
(10 meter long) & pressure pot.

Features:
- Sturdy construction and compact design.
- Pressure spray gun equipped with pressure gauge and fluid pressure regulator for accurate
Settings.
- Twin set of hoses 10m long, permits easy movement and operation of spray gun without
having to move the pot.
- Excellent for large areas such as buses, trucks, and vans or to spray cabin protect products
in spraybooths.
- Optional 1.2mm – 1.5mm – 2.0mm needle sets available.
Specification:
- Method of paint: pressure feed
- Cup capacity: 1000CC
- Working pressure: 1,99bar (29PSI)
- Air inlet spec: 1/4”nps
- Cup connector: 3/8”nps
- Center hole pressure: 0,67bar (10PSI)
- Nozzle spec: 1.8mm
- Nozzle type: one-piece
- Air consumption: 175L/min
- Paint flow: 120cc/min
- Spray distance: 18cm
- Spray witdh: 15-20cm
- Gun body material: pot metal
- Nozzle material: steel
- Needle material: steel
- Cap material: brass
- Maximum Tank Pressure: 5.5bar (80PSI)
The above information is given in good faith, but the user should assure himself that the performance of the product is
sufficient for his application. The quoted values are average and should not be taken as maximum or minimum values for
specific purposes. Chemicar Europe cannot be held responsible for product failure unless full testing has been carried out.
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